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NAVAL AEROPLANES AT SEA
An

invention

has

been patented
designed to
is

England which
in
for
methods
present
supersede
launching aeroplanes off ships at sea.
There have been many methods
suggested for this purpose of launch'
ing aeroplanes from ships, and for
embarking them while at sea. They
The aeroplane was
are as follows:
intended to alight upon a special
platform on the ship, either a permanent or temportary structure. It
was also intended to depart therethis
to
from.
The objections

method
vious.

are many, and
(2) the aeroplane

along a wire rope

quite

obto run
or be shot off a

was

rail,
and either be picked out of
the sea by derrick, or to fly under
a wire rope and catch hold of it by
means of hooks. This latter is the
feat of an acrobat, and is then only
possible if the ship were not oscillating, while the former is dangerThe
ous and not desirable.
( 3 )
aeroplane to be lifted bodily on to
the surface of the water by derricks
or the like, from which it would
This
rise
in
the ordinary way.
method would be slow and clumsy
and would not be good for the aeroplane, and in anything of a sea
would be positively dangerous owin

Even

the snip, when the
too rough to rise from.
is possible to launch them
(and this is not at all cer-

from

if it

directly
tain ), it

method

is

as

necessary

obvious that some such
here suggested will be
order to regain the

is

in

ship.

The

illustrations

15,

1914.

pld
Harvard aviation meets,
there, on the bank, the boat was
taken off and the land equipment
designed by Mr. Burgess put on.
One will notice it is very much
simpler than the English construction.
The whole thing was a grand
success from the very start. Webster made a number of flights on
the first afternoon.
On the following morning he left the ground
repeatedly
without
touching
his

the

plane is launched and embarked in
such a manner that oscillations ot
the ship would not be so dangerous.
It may be said by some that it is
desirable to launch hydro-aeroplanes
directly
w ater is

August

show

the floating

and

hands to the levers.
Contrary to the expectations of
many, the machine was found to
control perfectly on
ground,
the

pontoon with an aeroplane about to both arising and alighting.
The ex"beached." and then drawn up change of land equipment
for water
the bridge to the deck.
This bridge equipment
lightened
gross
the
or gangway is hinged both to the
weight of the machine by about
ship
and pontoon by detachable pounds and cut clown head 175
rehinges.
The sketch shows what sistance, increasing its climbing abilwould happen if the vessel is roll- ity from
200 to over 300 ft. per
ing in a seaway, and provided the
minute and its speed from 60 to
period of roll were made fairly long,
about 63 miles per hour.
there would be ample time to take
After these flights had been comadvantage of the level phase to haul
the aeroplane on to the deck.
The pleted, five men put on the old
be

rollers

in

the

way

of

the

floats

would

facilitate
hauling up
and
launching with speed.
The whole apparatus could be
stowed away on board when not in
use, and would fold up and be lifted
on board bv derricks.

boat, and
ster flew
miles, in

in

a

3

back
nine
"going some."
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This book treats of the principles
and of the problems in the
mechanics of the aeroplane in the
simplest possible language, and does
not contain a single mathematical
formula.
Here is a book which the
great majority should have. There
are very few people in this country
who have anything like a smattering of technical knowledge, and jhis
hook will lav the foundation for a
better understanding.
of flight

to the oscillations of the ship.
No
other method has been suggested yet.
In the method here described by
W. Pidcock, in British "AeroC.
nautics," the aeroplane
hydro-

case where the apparatus
the stern of a ship, the
amplitude of pitching in a sea from
which it is possible to launch aeroplanes would be slight.

In

is

the

fitted

to

NAVY GETS FIRST

BURGESS-DUNNE

Early in August the

Dunne

seaplane

was

Burgessdelivered to

first

the U. S. Navy on board the cruiser
North Carolina, at Newport News,
Manager F. H. Russell went down
there to install it, and flights were
made by the different aviators
there, and all expressed themselves
as
enthusiastic over its
inherent
stability.

A number

gess-Dunnes are

of other

Bur-

now being manu-

among

which might be
mentioned one for the U. S. Army,
to be powered with 120 h.p, Salnv
son motor.
The Burgess-Dunne No. 1 machine is being flow n daily in and
around Marblehead. Thursday, August 6, Mr. Webster, accompanied
by Ensign Edwards, U. S. N., made
a very pretty 20-mile flight to Bosfactured,

harbor, and after encircling the
Navy aviation cruiser North
landed
alongside
and
moored their craft while taking
lunch with their fellow aviators in
the service.
After lunch they returned to Marblehead by the air
ton,

new

Carolina,

route.

Mr. Webster is almost dailv making flights as far as 42 miles up
and down the coast, with passengers,
and some interest has been awakened
in reco nn oite ring off shore in connection with movements of the foreign cruisers, which are searching
for marine vessels outside the three
mile limit.

On
chine

July 16 Webster flew the mato

Squantum,

to

the

site

of

110-h.p.

MOTOR

for sale.

Spec-

built, 8 cylinder V, 4^ by 7,
water cooled, built by Christie Machine Co.
for
C.
K. Hamilton.
Flown by him at Belmont and Sacramento.
Cost
Perfect
$5,000.
condition, ready to put in 'plane.
Can be seen any day.
Run not
more than 4 hours total in flight.
$1,000 cash only. Address Hamilton,
c/o AERONAUTICS.
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